Solar Photovoltaic Panels (PV)

Need more advice or help – call 0800 954 1956

The South West is one of the best areas of the
country to install solar PV due to its sunny climate.
Solar PV is a renewable energy technology which
can save money on your bills and generate an
income through the Feed-in Tariff (FIT).
What is the technology?
Solar PV panels capture the sun’s energy. These cells then convert sunlight
into electricity. The stronger the sunshine, the more electricity is produced.
Is your home suitable?
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1. Orientation – Your
roof should ideally
face south. If your
roof faces south east
or west installation is
still possible, but the
output and income
will be reduced.

2. Roof pitch – Ideal
pitch of roof is 30°
from horizontal, steeper
or shallower pitches
will affect output and
income. Your roof
structure should be
checked to make sure
that it is able to support
the additional weight.

3. Shading – Any
shade on any part
of the panels should
be avoided, as this
significantly affects the
output and income.
Check for trees,
chimneys, aerials and
surrounding buildings.

Solar Panels require minimum
maintenance and should last
more than 25 years.

Planning permission is not needed
(under permitted development),
unless the panels protrude more
than 200mm above the roof plane
surface, or if permitted development
is overridden by local planning
restrictions such as listed buildings
regulations, or if the property is in
an area of outstanding natural
beauty or a conservation area.
Solar tiles or slates
Most PV systems are made up of
panels that fit on top of an existing
roof. Solar tiles can be used in place
of ordinary roof tiles. These can
cost around twice as much as an
equivalent panel system and are
usually only used where panels
are not considered appropriate
for aesthetic or planning reasons.
Costs
Installation costs have fallen a great
deal in recent years, but still vary
dramatically between installers, so
it is important to get several quotes.
As a rough guide most domestic PV

The power of a PV cell
is measured in kilowatts
peak (kWp). That’s the
rate at which the panels
generate energy at peak
performance in full direct
sunlight during the summer.
systems cost around £2,000
to £2,500 per kWp installed.
Savings
Savings and income from FITs
payments will depend on the
individual installation. As a guide, for
a south facing property in Redruth
which spends £30 a month on
electricity, installing a medium 2 kW
system could generate over 1,800
kilowatt hours of electricity a year,
with total savings and income of
around £500 per year.

Top tip
For a PV system to be costeffective, it is crucial that
you make good use of the
free electricity generated
during daylight hours and
ensure your home is as
energy-efficient as possible
– check out our top 10
energy saving tips factsheet.
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Cornwall’s Independent Energy Experts
Our services to help householders in Cornwall and Devon
enjoy warmer, energy efficient homes include:

Solar Photovoltaic
Panels (PV)

› Insulation and heating solutions
› Energy efficiency advice and surveys
› Planning for renewables services
› Condensation and mould services
› Help to understand and reduce energy bills
In certain circumstances we can access funding for
services – call us to discuss your needs.
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